ARE YOU AMIEA?

TERMS & CONDITIONS
The competition is restricted to professional
permanent makeup artists only, who are minimum
18 years old, experienced users of official amiea
products. Customers of MT.DERM GmbH or its
international network of distributors, ambassador
winners of 2019 or employees, parnter and trainer of amiea are excluded from the competition.
Furthermore, applicants must have a professional
presence and be very active on social media, especially on Facebook and Instagram.
Throughout the registration, application and competition phases, your given information will be checked
in accordance to MT.DERM GmbH / amiea's internal
guidelines. MT.DERM GmbH / amiea have no legal
obligations to accept any applicants for its brand related competition, neither to disclose, nor to publish
its internal guidelines and selection criteria for its
competition. If you do not reach the qualifications or
act against the guidelines we shall reject the registration, application or further participation at any time.
By participating in the competition, you agree that
all the information you provide may be used by
MT.DERM GmbH / amiea for marketing purposes.
You also agree that MT.DERM GmbH / amiea and/
or their regional distributors may contact you by
phone, email or post.
By providing any media files as part of the competition, you confirm that you are the copyright owner of any material you send us. You allow MT.DERM
GmbH/amiea to use, share and publish all the content and information you provide (e.g. personal

information, profile picture, reference images, videos, details from your resume), not just for the duration of the competition, but for any future marketing
or PR purposes.
You do participate on free will and without any right
for reimbursment of any kind of costs that might be
related to your application or the competition. Therefore, you cannot enforce a claim by legal action.
If less than the minimum of the required applicants
will be qualified for the amiea ambassador competition, you will be put into a pool with participants
from other countries and compete with them.
Winners will be announced at the end of the competition phase. If you will be one of the final winners, you will be eligible to use the title as ’amiea
ambassador’ in accordance to a separate 1 year contract with MT.DERM GmbH / amiea. Please note that
all additional mentioned wins are thoughtfully chosen, but exemplary and might be subject to change
during the competition without any further notice.
Winners will be informed individually in written form
after the end of the competition including detailed
information about the final wins.
In case of any questions in relation to the amiea
ambassador competition, feel free to contact us via
e-mail ambassador@amiea.com or post MT.DERM
GmbH, amiea ambassador competition, GustavKrone-Str. 3, 14167 Berlin, Germany.
Our general terms and conditions apply.

amiea-ambassador.com

